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Fermentation Process
Control Using A Quadrupole
Process Mass Spectrometer

An increased need for real-time fast analysis of the
fermentation process resulted in the growth of mass
spectrometer use in the pharmaceutical industry.
The major advantages offered by process mass
spectrometers are their speed, precision, and
accuracy, all of which can be used to improve
process yields, avoid accidents, and check raw
materials and product quality. Additionally, mass
spectrometers are very flexible and can be generally
used to quantify every sample component in the gas
or vapor phase. This article describes the application
of a quadrupole process mass spectrometer in the
control of a batch fermentation process.

Principles of Operation

Ionization
Mass spectrometry is based upon the principle that
a molecule or atom undergoes ionization and
fragmentation in a pattern representative of its
structural form. An ion source is a region where
ionization occurs. A commonly used ionization
technique is electron impact ionization, whereby
electrons emitted from the filament and having a
nominal energy of 70 to 100 eV pass through the
ionization chamber. During a collision between an
electron and atom or molecule of the sample, one or
more electrons from the atom or molecule are
released, thus producing a positively charged ion.
During this ionization process, a molecule may
fragment, resulting in the formation of a variety of
ions. The relative intensities of these (fragment) ions
are unique for each compound, and this data is used
to differentiate between components in the sample.

Ion Separation
Quadrupole mass spectrometers have the ability to
separate ions according to their mass-to-charge
ratio. A beam of ions is accelerated away from the
ion source into a space between four parallel rods.
The opposite rods are electrically connected. A
combined RF (radio frequency) and DC (direct
current) voltage supplied to the rods causes ions to
oscillate during their passage through the
quadrupole region. For a supplied RF and DC
amplitude, all ions follow a complex trajectory with
only one mass-to-charge ratio ion producing a stable

trajectory and reaching the detector. All other ions
are diverted and neutralized on the rods. By
changing the RF and DC amplitude, one can direct
the desired mass-to-charge ratio ions to the detector
and sequentially measure intensities of all ions
needed to analyze a sample.

Detection Of Ions
Because an ion of a mass-to-charge ratio can
originate from different compounds via
fragmentation, it is not always possible to attribute
single ion intensity to any one compound in the
sample. Therefore, the concentration of each
component is determined by the following matrix
calculation. The single ion intensity (peak area, or
PA) can be represented by:

(1) PA = PAi + PA2 + ... + Pan where

n is the number of components in the sample, and
PAi is a contribution of i’th component to the total
peak area.

By writing similar equations for at least n different
ions, and substituting

(2) PA = CF * C where

CF is the calibration factor, and C is a component
concentration

one obtains a set of n linear equations with n
unknowns. It can be represented in the matrix form
as:

(3) [PA] = [CF] * [C] where

[PA] is the vector of peak areas (measured ion
intensities), [CF] is an array of calibration factors
(known), and [C] is the concentration vector
(unknown).

The solution of this set of equations has a form of:

(4a) [C] = [CF]-1 * [PA] where

[CF]-1 is the inverted matrix of calibration factors.

An integrated control system based on mass spectrometry can improve the speed,
accuracy, and efficiency of your fermentation process, and ultimately your yield.
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In the case where the number of ions is greater than
number of components, the solution is in the
following form:

[C] = {[CF] * [CF]T}-1 * [PA] * [CF]T where

[CF]T is a transposed calibration factors matrix.

Fermentation Process Control
A wide variety of substances are produced via the
fermentation process, and one of the most important
is pharmaceutical production. Within the
pharmaceutical industry, the advancement of
Process Analytical Technology (PAT) and focus on
process improvement and efficiency has increased
the demand for fast, accurate, and quantifiable low-
level analysis.

In most fermentation processes, the desired
metabolic changes take place in a narrow
environmental range. Tight control of parameters
such as temperature, aeration rate (dissolved
oxygen), and pH is essential to achieve maximum
yield and product quality. Computerized process
control in fermentation industry becomes a necessity
in order to minimize production costs and maintain
product quality. Only a fast analyzer, like a process
mass spectrometer, can provide the short analysis
times required to optimize the fermentation process
and still maintain a high-quality measurement.

A process mass spectrometer (Figure 1) is used to
provide full, fast, and precise analysis of the
incoming air and off-gas from the fermenter or
bioreactor. Table 1 and Table 2 display the typical
stream compositions and the expected relative
standard deviations (RSDs) for each component
based on a one sigma confidence level.

Using the inlet and outlet stream analysis data
obtained from the mass spectrometer, the following
factors are calculated in order to evaluate the drug
production progress:

OOxygen UUptake RRate
OUR = O2 in - (O2 out * (N2 in/N2 out))

CCarbon Dioxide EEvolution RRate
CER = (CO2 out * (N2 in/N2 out))-CO2 in

RRespiratory QQuotient
RQ = CER/OUR

Based upon the above expected analysis
performance, it is expected that the respiratory
quotient (RQ) can be calculated to within a standard
deviation of 0.007. This analysis speed and accuracy
allows the user to determine the exact moment the
process is finished. Overall efficiency will be
improved as there is no excess time between
batches.

Equipped with the dual Faraday and electron
multiplier detector with auto-ranging capabilities, a
quadrupole mass spectrometer can provide a
continuous dynamic range of 100% down to 10
parts-per-billion (ppb). This option enables the
analyzer to measure the fermentation byproducts
such as formaldehyde, methanol, acetic acid, and
ammonia. Measurement of these low-level
components allows for rapid process adjustment to
avoid undesired reactions and batch quality
problems.

Conclusion
A process mass spectrometer can be utilized by the
integrated control system on a fermentation process.
The fast and accurate analysis provided by a mass
spectrometer combined with the ability to export
data through the local area network (LAN) provides
immediate information about any process upset,
which can be corrected with no delays. Operators
can access information from the mass spectrometer
any time and compare current data with previous
runs. Implementation of process automation with the
use of mass spectrometer analysis data on a
fermentation process may result in as much as 100%
yield increase within one year.
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Table 1: Analysis quality of air

Table 2: Analysis quality of a typical fermenter exhaust
gas

Figure 1: A process mass spectrometer, such as the
Extrel® MAX300™ Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
pictured here, is used to provide full, fast, and precise
analysis of the incoming air and off-gas from the
fermenter or bioreactor.


